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About this resource
This resource is your cheat sheet for terms and words
associated with the PnP scene in Ontario.

The terms span both drugs and sexual slang, along with
any appropriate abbreviations used online, or related
terms.

Not all terms are used universally, so look out for
regional differences (e.g., meth is call JIB or ISH in
Manitoba, but T and Tina in Souther Ontario).

What can you use this resource for?

"

The A to Z of PnP

"Mirroring the language used in community is
a great way to relate to guys who PnP. When
we use professional jargon, we risk of being
seen as unapproachable, stigmatizing and
unfriendly. This resource will help with your

face-to-face conversations, online outreach,
and other engagements with guys who party.



8ball
1/8th of an ounce or 3.5 grams

Admin
Injecting someone else with crystal

Banging
Injecting

Backloading
Loading the barrel of a syringe from the back (as opposed to drawing
up a solution with the needle).

Bareback (BB)
Anal or front hole sex without a condom.

Blow clouds
Smoking meth

Blowback
When one person exhales meth vapors into another person’s mouth,
who inhales. See also: shotgun

Booty bumping
Dissolving a drug into a solution of water and then squirting it up the
asshole.

Bowl or bubble
A pipe with a spherical bowl at the end, heated from the outside. Also
called a meth pipe

Breeding
Cumming into a guy’s ass. 
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Cap
A bottle cap, sometimes used to “measure” GHB. In truth, bottle caps
vary widely and are not reliable for dosing. 

Chasing the dragon
Using foil and a lighter to heat crystal from beneath, sucking up the
vapours with a tube or stem. Also called “foiling” or just “foils”  

Chems
Hey guvn’r, this is British slang for drugs or substances. “Fancy some
chems and a shag (fuck) luv?”

Creampie
Cum inside a guy's asshole and continue fucking, as if it were shaking,
so a sticky creamy goo is created. Then the guy pulls his cock out, so
he can see the cum oozing out.

Cuban
A quarter ounce (about 7 grams) of tina

Cumdump
A bottom who takes multiple loads in his ass.

Doctor (verb)
To inject someone with crystal meth. See also: admin

Dose
A vague and undefined measurement of G, a dose can be 5 mL to
guys in Toronto and 2.5 mL in Montreal. Dose also is a verb in the PNP
scene “Let’s dose and get our swirl on”

DP/TP
Double or triple penetration.
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Felching
The act of sucking cum out of a guys’ ass. Can be then snowballed
(passed mouth to mouth), or swallowed. 

FF
Short for “fist fucking,” this is typically used online to signal fisting kink.

French Inhale
See: blowback, shotgun 

G Out/Gap Out
Losing consciousness from an overdose of GHB

"Get to the point"
Online phrase indicating an interest in slamming. See also: slamming. 

Ghost (verb)
To stand up someone in real life or to disappear on them online.

Glory Hole (GH)
Fist-sized holes used mostly for anonymous handjobs, oral, and
penetrative sex. They’re typically found in bathhouses, adult theaters,
restrooms, and even people’s homes. 

Hard
Slang term for crack cocaine.

 Half ball 
1/6th of an ounce or 1.75 grams of a substance, usually meth or coke

 
"A hot rail 

is when you use a hot pyrex
stem to snort powdered crystal

that vaporizes so that you
exhale smoke"
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Kink
An unconventional sexual taste or behavior; e.g. BDSM

Jib
Slang for crystal meth.

Mild to Wild
Coded online phrase that can indicate an interest in partying. See also:
chill 

O
An ounce of crystal

Overamping
When a stimulant high becomes too intense or unpleasant, either
psychologically or physically

Perv
Online slang for underage pornography and related content. See also:
taboo

Piss-fucking
Peeing into a guy’s hole and then fucking him. The bottom will get
higher from the top’s piss which is part of the appeal.

.
" A plug

is sometimes used to
describe a drug

dealer. Yep"
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Ice
Slang for crystal meth

Ish
Also, slang for crystal meth.



Rigs
Syringes for injection. 

Raunch
Like pig play, but especially focused on odour and fluid. See: watersports,
scat

Scat
This is sex play with poop aka feces. 

Shake and Bake
Poor quality or homemade meth.

Shards
Pieces of crystal meth, which are long clear like shards of broken glass or
ice. 

Pointing
Injecting crystal meth. See also: slamming.

Poz (verb)
To deliberately pass on one’s HIV to another. Usually this is with both
people’s consent vs without consent. See also : stealthing
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Pig/Pig Play
Refers to people and scenes that embrace a primal sensuality that
others may see as dirty, including bodily odours and fluids. It can also
refer to a sexual greediness or insatiability. Oink! 

Point
A tenth of a gram (0.1g), typically the smallest measure of tina
available for purchase

"To shotgun means to
pass clouds *crystal
meth vapour from

one’s mouth to
someone else's"

 



Sketch
 Anything out of the ordinary, definitely not normal. Can also refer to
one's particular nervous or anxious habit when using meth. 

Sketch out
State of paranoia or agitation associated with crystal meth and/or
sleep depravation.

Slamming/smashing
Injecting crystal meth intravenously. 

Spun
High on meth, usually used in a positive way.

Stealth
To remove the condom before orgasm and cum in someone without
their knowing.

Swirling
Being high on GHB & crystal meth at the same time.

Taboo
Online code word often used for illegal or underage fantasy or content
see also: perv

Teenager
1/16th of an ounce (also called a half ball)
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"T is for torch,
a butane lighter used for

smoking meth but T is also
slang -short for tina and

another term for crystal meth"

https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=out%20of%20the%20ordinary
https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=not%20normal


Tweaking
The sketchier side of being high on meth, usually referring to the
compulsive and disorganized behaviour after a long run or long-term
use.

Water 
Slang for GHB.

Watersports
Sometimes shortened to WS, this refers to piss play.

Zip
An ounce of crystal.
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New terms you want to see
added? Got the 411 on local

lingo or regional differences in 
 terms? E-mail:

jbondgorr@gmsh.ca


